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During the past two decades the notion of affine surface area (from affine
differential geometry) and the isoperimetric inequalities related to it, have
attracted increased interest. There are a number of reasons for this. First,
there are new applications (see e.g. the survey of Gruber [12]). Then, there
are the recently discovered extensions of affine surface area to arbitrary
convex hypersurfaces (see e.g. Leichtwei? [1518], Schu tt 6 Werner [37],
Schu tt [36], Werner [38], and also [22]). These extensions have lead to
recent verifications of the conjectured upper-semicontinuity and valuation
property of classical as well as extended affine surface area (see [22, 23,
36]). Also, it has come to be recognized (see, e.g., [19, 28, 29]) that
various isoperimetric inequalities involving affine surface area are very
closely related to a variety of other important affine isoperimetric
inequalities (e.g., the curvature image inequality, the BlaschkeSantalo
inequality, and Petty's geominimal surface area inequality).
Geominimal surface area was introduced by Petty [30] more than two
decades ago. As Petty stated, this concept serves as a bridge connecting
affine differential geometry, relative differential geometry, and Minkowskian
geometry. Both affine surface area and geominimal surface area are
unimodular affine invariant functionals of convex hypersurfaces. Isoperi-
metric inequalities involving geominimal surface area are not only closely
related to many isoperimetric inequalities involving affine surface area, but
in fact, clarify the equality conditions of many of these inequalities.
One of the aims of this article is to demonstrate that there are natural
extensions of affine and geominimal surface areas in the Brunn
MinkowskiFirey theory. Surprisingly, it turns out that there are exten-
sions of all of the known inequalities involving affine and geominimal
surface areas to the new p-affine and p-geominimal surface areas. As will be
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shown the new inequalities (for p>1) are stronger than their classical
counterparts.
Some of the new affine inequalities obtained in this article immediately
lead to a priori estimates for a certain class of non-linear PDE's. These
applications are presented in [25].
Let Cn denote the set of compact convex subsets of Euclidean n-space,
Rn. The subset of Cn consisting of the convex bodies (compact, convex sets
with non-empty interiors) will be denoted by Kn. For the set of convex
bodies containing the origin in their interiors, write Kno , and let K
n
c denote
the set of convex bodies whose centroids lie at the origin. For K # Cn,
let hK=h(K, } ) : Sn&1  R denote the support function of K; i.e., for
u # S n&1, h(K, u)=max[u } x : x # K], where u } x denotes the standard
inner product of u and x in Rn. The set Cn will be viewed as equipped with
the Hausdorff metric, d, defined by d(K, L)=|hK&hL |  , where | } | is the
sup (or max) norm on the space of continuous functions on the unit
sphere, C(Sn&1).
For K, L # Kn, and *, +0 (not both zero), the Minkowski linear com-
bination *K++L # Kn is defined by
h(*K++L, } )=*h(K, } )++h(L, } ).
For real p1, K, L # Kno , and *, +0 (not both zero), the Firey linear
combination * } K+p + } L, is defined by
h(* } K+p + } L, } ) p=*h(K, } ) p++h(L, } ) p.
Note that `` } '' rather than `` }p '' is written for Firey scalar multiplication.
This should create no confusion. Firey linear combinations of convex
bodies were defined and studied by Firey [8] (who called them p-means of
convex bodies). These combinations were reportedly further investigated by
Fedotov [6] (see Burago and Zalgaller [4, pp. 161, 162]).
Let V(Q) denote the volume of Q # Kn. The mixed volume, V1(K, L), of
K, L # Kn, is defined by:
nV1(K, L)= lim
=  0
V(K+=L)&V(K)
=
.
For p1, the p-mixed volume, Vp(K, L), of K, L # Kno , was defined in
[24] by:
n
p
Vp(K, L)=lim
=  0
V(K+p = } L)&V(K)
=
. (0.1)
That this limit exists was demonstrated in [24].
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The Minkowski mixed volume inequality states that: For K, L # Kn
V1(K, L)nV(K)n&1 V(L),
with equality if and only if K and L are homothetic.
An obvious, and important, immediate consequence of the Minkowski
inequality is that if M is a subset of Kn such that K, L # M, and if either
V1(K, Q)=V1(L, Q) for all Q # M
or
V1(Q, K)=V1(Q, L) for all Q # M,
then it follows that K=L, up to translation. In most applications the set
M=Kn.
It was shown in [24], that there is an extension of the Minkowski
inequality: If K, L # Kno , and p>1, then
Vp(K, L)nV(K)n& p V(L) p, (0.2)
with equality if and only if K and L are dilates.
An obvious immediate consequence (see [24]) of inequality (0.2) is that
if n{p>1, and K, L # M/Kno , and if either
Vp(K, Q)=Vp(L, Q) for all Q # M (0.3a)
or
Vp(Q, K)=Vp(Q, L) for all Q # M, (0.3b)
then it follows that K=L. If p=n, then (0.3a) does not imply that K=L,
but only that K and L are dilates.
Aleksandrov [1] and Fenchel and Jessen [7] have shown that corre-
sponding to each K # Kn, there is a positive Borel measure, S(K, } ) on
Sn&1, called the surface area measure of K, such that
V1(K, Q)=
1
n |Sn&1 h(Q, u) dS(K, u),
for all Q # Kn.
It was shown in [24], that corresponding to each K # Kno , there is a
positive Borel measure, Sp(K, } ) on S n&1 such that
Vp(K, Q)=
1
n |Sn&1 h(Q, u)
p dSp(K, u), (0.4)
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for all Q # Kno . It turns out that the measure Sp(K, } ) is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to S(K, } ), and has RadonNikodym derivative,
dSp(K, } )
dS(K, } )
=h(K, } )1& p. (0.5)
A convex body K # Kn is said to have a curvature function
f (K, } ) : S n&1  R, if its surface area measure, S(K, } ), is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to spherical Lebesgue measure, S, and
dS(K, } )
dS
=f (K, } ),
almost everywhere, with respect to S; or equivalently, if
V1(K, Q)=
1
n |Sn&1 h(Q, u) f (K, u) dS(u),
for all Q # Kn. Let Fn, Fno , F
n
c , denote set of all bodies in K
n, Kno , K
n
c ,
respectively, that have a positive continuous curvature function.
A convex body K # Kno will be said to have a p-curvature function
fp(K, } ) : S n&1  R, if Sp(K, } ) is absolutely continuous with respect to
spherical Lebesgue measure, S, and
dSp(K, } )
dS
=fp(K, } ),
almost everywhere with respect to S, and hence
Vp(K, Q)=
1
n |Sn&1 h(Q, u)
p fp(K, u) dS(u), (0.6)
for all Q # Kno . It is easily seen that a body in K
n
o has a positive con-
tinuous p-curvature function if, and only if, the body belongs to Fn.
Obviously, for K # Fno ,
fp(K, } )=h(K, } )1& p f (K, } ). (0.7)
From (0.3a) it follows that if Sp(K, } )=Sp(L, } ), for K, L # Kno , and
some p>1, then K=L, provided that p{n. For the case p=n, it was
shown in [24] that one has only the weaker conclusion that K and L must
be dilates.
The affine surface area, 0(K), of K # Fn can be defined by:
0(K)=|
S n&1
f (K, u)n(n+1) dS(u).
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The affine surface area of a body is invariant under unimodular affine
transformations of the body. It was shown in [22] that 0 : Fn  (0, ) is
upper semicontinuous.
As will be seen, it is natural to define the p-affine surface area, 0p(K), of
K # Fno by:
0p(K)=|
Sn&1
fp(K, u)n(n+p) dS(u). (0.8)
It will be shown that the p-affine surface area of a body is invariant under
unimodular centro-affine transformations of the body. It will also be shown
that 0p : Fno  (0, ) is upper semicontinuous.
The classical affine isoperimetric inequality of affine differential geometry
(as extended by Petty [31]) states that for K # Fn,
0(K)n+1nn+1|2nV(K)
n&1,
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. An extension of this affine
isoperimetric inequality will be established: If K # Fnc , then
0p(K)n+ pnn+ p|2pn V(K)
n& p, (0.9)
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
Recently the domain of 0 : Fn  (0, ) has been extended to Kn by
Leichtwei? [15], [16], [17], Schu tt and Werner [37], Schu tt [36],
Werner [38], and in [22]. For these extensions of classical affine surface
area, the affine isoperimetric inequality continues to hold (with exactly the
same equality conditions). It will be shown that the domain of
0p : Fn  (0, ) may also be extended to include all of Kno , and with this
extended definition the inequality (0.9) remains valid (with exactly the
same equality conditions).
For K # Kno , let K* denote the polar of the body K; i.e.
K*=[x # Rn : x } y1, for all y # K].
Define the Santalo product of K # Kno by V(K)V(K*). The Blaschke
Santalo inequality [2, 32, 31, 5, 26, 27] is one of the fundamental affine
isoperimetric inequalities. It states that if K # Knc then
V(K) V(K*)|2n ,
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
The important concept of geominimal surface area was introduced by
Petty [30]. It serves as a bridge connecting a number of areas of geometry:
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affine differential geometry, relative geometry, and Minkowskian geometry.
The geominimal surface area, G(K), of K # Kn, may be defined by:
|1nn G(K)=inf[nV1(K, Q) V(Q*)
1n : Q # Kno].
The geominimal surface area of a body is invariant under unimodular
affine transformations of the body. Petty [30] proved that, unlike affine
surface area, geominimal surface area G : Kn  (0, ) is continuous.
A natural extension of Petty's geominimal surface area will be presented
in this article. The p-geominimal surface area, Gp(K), of K # Kno will be
defined by:
| pnn Gp(K)=inf[nVp(K, Q) V(Q*)
pn : Q # Kno]. (0.10)
It will be shown that the p-geominimal surface area of a body is invariant
under unimodular centro-affine transformations of the body. It will also be
shown that Gp : Kno  (0, ) is continuous.
Petty [30] established two fundamental inequalities for geominimal sur-
face area. He showed that for K # Kn,
G(K)nnn|nV(K)n&1,
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. This inequality is closely
related to the BlaschkeSantalo inequality. An extension of Petty's
geominimal surface area inequality will be obtained: For K # Knc ,
Gp(K)nnn| pn V(K)
n& p, (0.11)
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
A body K # Fn is said to be of elliptic type if the function f (K, } )1(n+1)
is the support function of a convex body in Kno ; i.e., K is of elliptic type
if there exists a body Q # Kno such that
f (K, } )=h(Q, } )&(n+1).
Petty [30] discovered an important inequality between affine and
geominimal surface areas: If K # Fn, then
0(K)n+1n|nG(K)n,
with equality if and only if K is of elliptic type.
Call a body K # Fno of p-elliptic type if the function fp(K, } )
1(n+ p) is the
support function of a convex body in Kno ; i.e., K is of p-elliptic type if there
exists a body Q # Kno such that
fp(K, } )=h(Q, } )&(n+ p).
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It will be shown that there is an inequality between p-affine and
p-geominimal surface areas: If K # Fno , then
0p(K)n+ p(n|n) pGp(K)n, (0.12)
with equality if and only if K is of p-elliptic type.
1. Dual Mixed Volumes and Firey Combinations
For , # GL(n), let ,t, ,&1, and ,&t, denote the transpose, inverse, and
inverse of the transpose of ,. If the support function hQ=h(Q, } ) of a con-
vex body Q # Kn is viewed as extended to Rn by
h(Q, x)=max[x } y : y # Q],
for x # Rn, then obviously h(,Q, x)=h(Q, ,tx), for , # GL(n). From this
observation and the definition of a Firey linear combination follows:
Proposition 1.1. Suppose K, L # Kno , and =0. If p1 and , # GL(n),
then
,(K+p = } L)=,K+p = } ,L.
Proof. For x # Rn,
h(,(K+p = } L), x) p=h(K+p = } L, ,tx) p
=h(K, ,tx) p+=h(L, ,tx) p
=h(,K, x) p+=h(,L, x) p
=h(,L+p = } ,L, x) p. K
Since V(,Q)=V(Q), for all Q # Kn, and , # SL(n), it follows from
Proposition 1.1 and the definition
n
p
Vp(K, L)=lim
=  0
V(K+p = } L)&V(K)
=
,
that Vp is invariant under simultaneous unimodular centro-affine transfor-
mations:
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Proposition 1.2. If p1, and K, L # Kno , then for , # SL(n),
Vp(,K, ,L)=Vp(K, L).
An immediate consequence of the definition of a Firey linear combina-
tion, and the integral representation (0.4), is that for Q # Kno , the p-mixed
volume Vp(Q, } ) : Kno  (0, ) is Firey linear:
Proposition 1.3. Suppose K, L, Q # Kno and *, +0. If p1, then
Vp(Q, *}K+p +}L)=*Vp(Q, K)++Vp(Q, L).
The following fact will be needed:
Proposition 1.4. If p1, and Ki is a sequence of bodies in Kno , such
that Ki  K0 # Kno , then Sp(Ki , } )  Sp(K0 , } ), weakly.
Proof. Suppose f # C(Sn&1). Since Ki  K0 , by definition, hKi  hK 0 ,
uniformly on Sn&1. Since the continuous function hK 0 is positive, the hK i
are uniformly bounded away from 0. It follows that h1& pKi  h
1& p
K 0 ,
uniformly on Sn&1, and thus that
fh1& pK i  fh
1& p
K 0 , uniformly on S
n&1.
But Ki  K0 also implies (see, for example, Schneider [34]) that
S(Ki , } )  S(K0 , } ), weakly on S n&1.
Hence,
|
Sn&1
f (u) h(Ki , u)1& p dS(Ki , u)  |
S n&1
f (u) h(K0 , u)1& p dS(K0 , u),
or equivalently,
|
S n&1
f (u) dSp(Ki , u)  |
Sn&1
f (u) dSp(K0 , u). K
The continuity of the p-mixed volume Vp : Kno_K
n
o  (0, ) is contained
in:
Proposition 1.5. Suppose Ki  K # Kno and Li  L # K
n
o . If p1, then
Vp(Ki , Li)  Vp(K, L).
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Proof. Since hL i  hL , uniformly on S
n&1, and hL is continuous, the hL i
are uniformly bounded on Sn&1. Hence,
h pL i  h
p
L , uniformly on S
n&1.
By Proposition (1.4) Ki  K implies that
Sp(Ki , } )  Sp(K, } ), weakly on Sn&1.
Hence,
|
S n&1
hL i (u)
p dSp(Ki , u)  |
Sn&1
hL(u) p dSp(K, u). K
It will be helpful to introduce the following notation. Define the inner
radius, r(K), and outer radius, R(K), of K # Kno , by
r(K)=max[*>0: *B/K] and R(K)=min[*>0: K/*B].
Recall that B is the unit ball centered at the origin. Thus,
r(K)= min
u # S n&1
hK (u) and R(K)= max
u # S n&1
hK (u).
Obviously, the body K is contained in the closure of the annulus
R(K)B"r(K)B. Note that the notions of inner and outer radii as defined
here are not translation invariant.
The next proposition shows that the functional Vp(K, } )1p : Kno  (0, )
is Lipschitzian. This observation will be needed in Sections 5, 6, and 7.
Proposition 1.6. If p1, and Q, K, L # Kno , then
|Vp(Q, K)1p&Vp(Q, L)1p||hK&hL | V(Q)1pr(Q).
Proof. The Minkowski integral inequality [13, p. 146], together with
(0.4) and (0.5), gives
Vp(Q, K)1pVp(Q, L)1p+_1n |S n&1 |hK (u)&hL(u)| p h(Q, u)1& p dS(Q, u)&
1p
Vp(Q, L)1p+|hK&hL | V(Q)1p max
u # Sn&1
hQ(u)&1. K
The radial function \K=\(K, } ) : Rn"[0]  [0, ), of a compact star-
shaped (about the origin) K/Rn, is defined for x # Rn"[0], by:
\(K, x)=max[*0: *x # K].
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If \K is positive and continuous, call K a star body (about the origin).
Write Sno for the set of star bodies in R
n. For K # Kno , it is easily seen that
\(K*, } )=1h(K, } ) and h(K*, } )=1\(K, } ).
If K, L # Sno , and *, +0 (not both zero), then for p1, the harmonic
p-combination, *hK + p +hL # Sno is defined by:
\(*hK + p +hL, } )&p=*\(K, } )&p++\(L, } )&p.
If K, L # Kno (rather than being in S
n
o), then
*hK + p +hL=(* } K*+p + } L*)*.
For convex bodies, harmonic p-combinations were investigated by Firey
[9, 10] (with applications presented in [11]). If Q # Sno and , # GL(n),
then from the definition of the radial function it follows that \(,Q, x)=
\(Q, ,&1x), for all x # Rn. In the same manner that Proposition 1.1 was
established, we have:
Proposition 1.7. Suppose K, L # Sno , and *, +0. If p1, then for
, # GL(n),
,(*hK + p +hL)=*h,K + p +h,L.
For p1, and K, L # Sno , the dual mixed volume, V &p(K, L), is defined
by
&
n
p
V &p(K, L)= lim
=  0
V(K + p =hL)&V(K)
=
.
An immediate consequence of Proposition 1.7 and the definition of the
dual mixed volume V &p , is the invariance of this dual mixed volume under
simultaneous unimodular centro-affine transformations:
Proposition 1.8. If p1, and K, L # Sno , then for , # SL(n),
V &p(,K, ,L)=V &p(K, L).
From the definition of a harmonic p-combination, and the polar coor-
dinate formula for volume, it follows that for K, L # Sno ,
lim
=  0
V(K + p =hL)&V(K)
=
= lim
=  0 |S n&1
(\K (u)&p+=\L(u)&p)np&\K (u)n
=
dS(u).
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Since,
lim
=  0
\nK
(1+=[\K\L] p)&np&1
=
=&
n
p
\n+pK \
&p
L , uniformly on S
n&1,
the following integral representation for the dual mixed volume V &p is
obtained:
Proposition 1.9. If p1, and K, L # Sno , then
V &p(K, L)=
1
n |S n&1 \(K, u)
n+p \(L, u)&p dS(u).
This integral representation, together with the Ho lder inequality [13,
p. 140], and the polar coordinate formula, immediately gives:
Proposition 1.10. If p1, and K, L # Sno , then
V &p(K, L)nV(K)n+ pV(L)&p,
with equality if and only if K and L are dilates.
The following easy uniqueness result will be needed.
Proposition 1.11. Suppose p1, and M/Sno such that K, L # M. If
V &p(K, Q)V(K)=V &p(L, Q)V(L), for all Q # M,
then K=L.
Proof. Taking Q=L gives V &p(K, L)V(K)=V &p(L, L)V(L)=1.
Now Proposition 1.10 gives V(L)V(K), with equality if and only if K
and L are dilates. Take Q=K, and get V(K)V(L). Hence, V(K)=V(L),
and K and L must be dilates. Thus, K=L. K
Another consequence of Proposition 1.10 will be needed:
Proposition 1.12. Suppose K, L # Sno , and *, +>0. If p1, then
V(*hK + p +hL)&pn*V(K)&pn++V(L)&pn,
with equality if and only if K and L are dilates.
Proof. Suppose Q # Sno . From Proposition 1.9 and Proposition 1.10 it
follows that
V &p(Q, *hK + p +hL)=*V &p(Q, K)++V &p(Q, L)
V(Q)(n+ p)n [*V(K)&pn++V(L)&pn],
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with equality in this inequality, if and only if the bodies K, L, and Q
are all dilates of one another. Take Q=*hK + p +hL, and since
V &p(Q, Q)=V(Q), the result is the desired inequality. K
Proposition 1.12, for convex bodies, was established by Firey [9].
Suppose K # Kno and L # S
n
o . For p1, define Vp(K, L*) by:
Vp(K, L*)=
1
n |Sn&1 \L(u)
&p dSp(K, u).
Since hQ*=1\Q for Q # Kno , it follows from the integral representation
(0.4) that, if L happens to belong to Kno (rather than just S
n
o), the new
definition of Vp(K, L*) agrees with the old definition.
An immediate consequence of Proposition (1.4) is:
Proposition 1.13. If p1, and L # Sno , then Vp( } , L*): K
n
o  (0, ) is
continuous.
A function f : Rn"[0]  R is said to be positively homogeneous of degree
i # R, if f (*x)=*if (x), for all *>0 and x{0. In this paper, `homogeneous'
will always mean `positively homogeneous'.
Lemma 1.14. Suppose p1, , # SL(n), and f, g : Rn"[0]  (0, ) are
continuous. If f is homogeneous of degree p, and g is homogeneous of degree
&(n+ p), then
|
S n&1
f (,u) g(u) dS(u)=|
S n&1
f (u) g(,&1u) dS(u).
Proof. Define K, L # Sno by \
n+ p
K =g, and \
&p
L =f. Since \(,Q, u)=
\(Q, ,&1u), for all Q # Sno and u # S
n&1, it follows from the integral
representation of the dual mixed volumes, Proposition 1.9, that
V &p(,&1K, L)=
1
n |Sn&1 \(,
&1K, u)n+p \(L, u)&p dS(u)
=
1
n |Sn&1 \(K, ,u)
n+ p \(L, u)&p dS(u),
and
V &p(K, ,L)=
1
n |Sn&1 \(K, u)
n+p \(,L, u)&p dS(u)
=
1
n |Sn&1 \(K, u)
n+p \(L, ,&1u)&p dS(u).
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The desired result is now an immediate consequence of the invariance of
the dual mixed volumes under simultaneous unimodular centro-affine
transformations (1.8). K
It will be convenient to extend the domain of definition of the ordinary
curvature functions, from S n&1 to Rn[0], by making them homogeneous
of degree &(n+1); i.e., for Q # Fn extend the definition of
f (Q, } ) : S n&1  (0, ) to f (Q, } ) : Rn"[0]  (0, ) by defining f (K, *u)=
*&(n+1)f (K, u), for u # S n&1 and *>0. Extend the definition of the
p-curvature functions, from Sn&1 to Rn[0], by making them homo-
geneous of degree &(n+ p).
It was shown in [21] that if , # SL(n), then f (,Q, u)=f (Q, ,tu), for all
Q # Fn and u # Sn&1. When this is combined with (0.7), and the fact that
h(,Q, u)=h(Q, ,tu), the result is:
Proposition 1.15. Suppose K # Fno . If p1 and , # SL(n), then
fp(,K, u)=fp(K, ,tu),
for all u # Sn&1.
The following extension of Proposition 1.2 will be needed.
Proposition 1.16. Suppose K # Kno and L # S
n
o . If p1, and , # SL(n),
then
Vp(,K, L*)=Vp(K, (,tL)*).
Proof. First assume K # Fno . By Proposition 1.15,
Vp(,K, L*)=|
S n&1
\(L, u)&p fp(,K, u) dS(u)
=|
Sn&1
\(L, u)&p fp(K, ,tu) dS(u),
and
Vp(K, (,tL)*)=|
S n&1
\(,tL, u)&p fp(K, u) dS(u)
=|
Sn&1
\(L, ,&tu)&p fp(K, u) dS(u).
That Vp(,K, L*)=Vp(K, (,tL)*) is now an immediate consequence of
Lemma 1.14. For an arbitrary K # Kno , take a sequence Ki in F
n
o , such that
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Ki  K. Since ,Ki  ,K, the continuity of Vp( } , L*) : Kno  (0, ) and
Vp( } , (,tL)*) : Kno  (0, ) yield the desired result. K
Of course, for L # Kno (rather than S
n
o), Proposition 1.16 is an imme-
diate consequence of Proposition 1.2, and the fact that (,Q)*=,&tQ* for
Q # Kno .
The dual mixed volume, V (K1 , ..., Kn), of K1 , ..., Kn # Sno , can be defined
by
V (K1 , ..., Kn)=
1
n |Sn&1 \(K1 , u) } } } \(Kn , u) dS(u).
It was shown in [20] that the dual mixed volume is invariant under
simultaneous unimodular centro-affine transformations of the bodies; i.e., if
, # SL(n),
V (,K1 , ..., ,Kn)=V (K1 , ..., Kn).
A consequence of this is:
Lemma 1.17. If g1 , ..., gn : Rn"[0]  (0, ), are continuous and homo-
geneous of degree &1, and , # SL(n), then
|
Sn&1
g1(,u) } } } gn(,u) dS(u)=|
S n&1
g1(u) } } } gn(u) dS(u).
Proof. Define the body Ki # Sno by \Ki=gi . Since for u # S
n&1,
gi (,u)=\(Ki , ,u)=\(,&1Ki , u),
the desired result follows from the invariance of the dual mixed volume
under simultaneous unimodular centro-affine transformations. K
For K # Kno , let Pp K denote the compact convex set whose support func-
tion, for x # Rn, is given by
h(PpK, x) p=
1
n |Sn&1 2
&p( |x } u|+x } u) p dSp(K, u).
That the function, h(PpK, } ) : Rn  [0, ), is convex, and hence is the
support function of a compact convex set, is a direct consequence of the
Minkowski integral inequality [13, p. 146]. Obviously, h(PpK, } )0 on
Sn&1. That h(PpK, } )>0 on S n&1, follows from the fact that the surface
area measure of a convex body cannot be concentrated on a closed
hemisphere of S n&1. If it were the case that h(PpK, uo)=0, then Sp(K, } ),
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and thus the surface area measure S(K, } ), would be concentrated on a
closed hemisphere bounded by the great sphere of Sn&1 that is orthogonal
to uo . Since h(PpK, } ) is positive, PpK # Kno .
For K # Kn and u # S n&1, let v(K | u=) denote the (n&1)-dimensional
volume of K | u=, the image of the orthogonal projection of K onto the
(n&1)-dimensional subspace of Rn that is orthogonal to u. The projection
body, PK # Kno , of K # K
n, is the body whose support function is given by:
h(PK, u)=v(K | u=)= 12 |
Sn&1
|u } u$| dS(K, u$),
for u # Sn&1. (See the survey of SchneiderWeil [35].) Since for K # Kno ,
|
Sn&1
u dS(K, u)=0,
it follows from (0.5) that
nP1K=PK.
As noted previously, h(Pp K, } )>0 on S n&1. However a slightly stronger
statement will be needed in Section 3.
Lemma 1.18. If p1, and K # Kno , then
h(Pp K, u)V(K)(1& p)p v(K | u=)n,
for all u # Sn&1.
Proof. Since from (0.5),
h(Pp K, x) p=
1
n |S n&1 \
|x } u|+x } u
2h(K, u) +
p
h(K, u) dS(K, u),
and
V(K)=
1
n |S n&1 h(K, u) dS(K, u),
it follows from Jensen's inequality that for all u # Sn&1
V(K)&1p h(PpK, u)V(K)&1 h(P1K, u).
To complete the proof, recall that nh(P1K, u)=h(PK, u)=v(K | u=). K
Proposition 1.19. Suppose p>1 and K # Kno . If Ki is a sequence of
bodies in Kno such that Vp(Q, Ki)  Vp(Q, K), for all Q # K
n
o , then Ki  K.
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Proof. This will be demonstrated by showing that every subsequence of
Ki has a subsequence converging to K. Let Ki denote a subsequence of Ki .
To see that the Ki # Kno are uniformly bounded let Ri=R(Ki) denote the
outer radius of Ki . Thus,
Ri=\(Ki , ui)=max[\(Ki , u) : u # Sn&1],
where ui is a point in Sn&1 at which this maximum is attained.
Since Vp(B, Ki)  Vp(B, K), and Vp(B, K)>0, it follows that
2Vp(B, K)Vp(B, Ki), for all i, after some point. Since the support
function of Ki dominates the support function of the compact convex
set ei=[*ui : 0*Ri]/Ki , it follows that Vp(B, Ki)R pi h(PpB, ui)
p.
Hence, for all i, after some point,
2Vp(B, K)Vp(B, Ki)R pi h(PpB, ui)
pR pi c1 ,
where, c1=min[h(Pp B, u) p : u # S n&1]>0. Thus, the Ri are bounded.
The Blaschke selection theorem now guarantees the existence of a sub-
sequence of the Ki , which is again denoted by Ki , converging to a compact
convex K0 # Cn. Since 0 # int Ki , it follows that 0 # K0 . Since the h(Ki , } ) are
uniformly bounded on S n&1,
(1+h pK i)
1p  (1+h pK 0)
1p, uniformly on Sn&1.
Define K i # Kno , by h(K i , } )
p=1+h(Ki , } ) p. Since K i  K 0 , it follows from
Proposition 1.5 that
Vp(Q, K i)  Vp(Q, K 0), for all Q # Kno .
However, since Vp(Q, Ki)  Vp(Q, K), for all Q # Kno , and K i=Ki+p B, for
all i>0, it follows from 1.3 that
Vp(Q, K i)  Vp(Q, K+p B), for all Q # Kno .
Thus,
Vp(Q, K 0)=Vp(Q, K+p B), for all Q # Kno .
But by (0.3b) this means that K 0=K+p B, or when written it terms of sup-
port functions, that
(1+h pK 0)
1p=(1+h pK)
1p,
which shows that K0=K.
Thus every subsequence of Ki has a subsequence that converges to K. K
Proposition 1.19 remains valid when p=1, if the conclusion is changed
to read that translates of the Ki converge to K.
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2. Curvature Images
For p1, and K # Fno , define 4pK # S
n
o , the p-curvature image of K, by
fp(K, } )=
|n
V(4p K)
\(4p K, } )n+ p.
For the case p=1, the subscript in 4p will often be suppressed. If
4pK # Kno , write 4p*K for (4pK)*. It should be noted that, for p=1, this
definition of curvature image differs from the definition used by the author
in [19, 21, and 22].
An immediate consequence of the definition of the p-curvature image and
the integral representations of Vp and V &p is:
Proposition 2.1. If p1 and K # Fno , then
Vp(K, Q*)=|n V &p(4p K, Q)V(4pK),
for all Q # Sno .
The following characterization follows directly from Propositions 2.1
and 1.11.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose K # Fno and L # S
n
o . If p1, and if
Vp(K, Q*)=|n V &p(L, Q)V(L), for all Q # Sno ,
then L=4pK.
The next proposition shows that for p{n, the functional 4p : Fno  S
n
o
is injective.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose K, L # Fno are such that 4pK=4pL. If p=n,
then K and L are dilates, and if n{p>1, then K=L.
Proof. From Proposition 2.1, it follows that 4pK=4pL implies that
Vp(K, Q)=Vp(L, Q), for all Q # Kno .
The desired result is now a consequence of (0.3a).
The next proposition shows that 4p* commutes with members of SL(n).
Proposition 2.4. If K # Fno and , # SL(n), then
4p,K=,&t4pK.
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Proof. Suppose Q # Sno . From Propositions 1.16, 2.1, and 1.8,
Vp(,K, Q*)=Vp(K, (,tQ)*)
=|nV &p(4pK, ,tQ)V(4pK)
=|nV &p(,&t4p K, Q)V(,&t4p K).
The conclusion follows from Proposition 2.2. K
Obviously, 4p maps B, the centered unit ball, into B; i.e., 4pB=B. Since,
(,Q)*=,&tQ*, for , # SL(n) and Q # Kno , Proposition 2.4, shows that if
E is a centered ellipsoid, such that V(E)=|n , then
4pE=E*.
It follows, from Proposition 2.3, that for K # Fno , and p>1, the body 4pK
is a centered ellipsoid, if and only if, K is a centered ellipsoid.
Define
Vnp=[K # F
n
o : there exists a Q # K
n
o with fp(K, } )=h(Q, } )
&(n+ p)].
An immediate consequence of the definition of Vnp , and the definition of
4p , is:
Proposition 2.5. If p1 and K # Fno , then
K # Vnp if and only if 4pK # K
n
o .
It follows from Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 that Vnp is a centro-affine
invariant class:
Proposition 2.6. Suppose K # Fno . If p1 and , # GL(n), then K # V
n
p
if and only if ,K # Vnp .
Define
En=[K # Fno : K* and 4K are dilates].
Obviously, En/Vnp , for all p1. From Proposition 2.4 it follows that all
centered ellipsoids belong to En. If K # En, then from the definition of a
p-curvature image and (0.7) it follows immediately that
4pK=[V(K)|n]1p K*,
for all p1. On the other hand, if p1, and the body K # Fno is such that
4pK and K* are dilates, then it follows from the definition of a p-curvature
image and (0.7) that K # En. Thus, the sets defined, for p1, by
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Enp=[K # F
n
o : K* and 4pK are dilates], are one and the same; i.e., E
n
p=
En, for all p1.
It is known that if K is a regular C 2 hypersurface, and K # En, then K
must be an ellipsoid. It is known that if K # En and K is a body of revolu-
tion, then K must be an ellipsoid. It is also known that E2 consists only of
centered ellipses. For all these facts see Petty [31]. It has been conjectured
that En is exactly the class of centered ellipsoids. None of the facts stated
in this paragraph will be used in this article.
For K # Kno , define the p-curvature ratio of K as
\|
n
n V(4pK)
p
V(K)n& p +
1p
.
Since K # En implies that 4pK=[V(K)|n]1p K*, it follows immediately
that the p-curvature ratio of K # En equals the Santalo product of K; i.e., if
K # En, then
\|
n
n V(4pK)
p
V(K)n& p +
1p
=V(K) V(K*),
for all p1. The next proposition shows that this characterizes bodies
in En.
Proposition 2.7. If p1 and K # Fno , then
\|
n
n V(4pK)
p
V(K)n& p +
1p
V(K) V(K*),
with equality if and only if K # En.
Proof. Take Q=K* in Proposition 2.1, and get
V(K)=|n V &p(4pK, K*)V(4p K).
The dual mixed volume inequality 1.10 gives,
V(K)n|nnV(4pK)
p V(K*)&p,
with equality if and only if 4p K and K* are dilates. K
Proposition 2.7 together with the BlaschkeSantalo inequality gives:
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Theorem 2.8. If p1, and K # Fnc , then
|n&2pn V(4pK)
pV(K)n& p,
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
A strengthened version of Theorem 2.8 will be given in the next section
by Theorems 3.12 and 3.13.
3. Geominimal Surface Area
For Q # Kn, let Cen(Q) # int Q denote the centroid of Q. Associated with
each Q # Kn is a point s=San(Q) # int K, called the Santalo point of Q,
defined as the unique point s # int Q, such that Cen((&s+Q)*)=0. The
Santalo point also may be defined as the unique s # Q, such that
V((&s+Q)*)=min[V((&x+Q)*) : x # int Q],
or equivalently, as the unique s # Q, such that
|
S n&1
uh(&s+Q, u)&(n+1) dS(u)=0.
Let Kns denote the set of convex bodies having their Santalo point at the
origin. Thus,
Q # Kns if and only if Q* # K
n
c .
Petty [30] defined the geominimal surface area, G(K), of a body K # Kn,
by:
|1nn G(K)=inf[nV1(K, Q)V(Q*)
1n : Q # Kns ].
Suppose Q # Kno , and s is the Santalo point of Q. Let Q0= &s+Q # K
n
s .
Since V1(K, Q0)=V1(K, Q) and V(Q0*)V(Q*), it follows that,
V1(K, Q0)V(Q0*)1nV1(K, Q) V(Q*)1n,
and hence, Petty's definition of the geominimal surface area of K # Kn,
may be rewritten as:
|1nn G(K)=inf[nV1(K, Q) V(Q*)
1n : Q # Kno].
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For p1 and K # Kno , define the p-geominimal surface area, Gp(K), of
K by
| pnn Gp(K)=inf[nVp(K, Q)V(Q*)
pn : Q # Kno].
The next proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.2
and the definition of p-geominimal surface area.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose K # Kno . If p1 and , # SL(n), then
Gp(,K)=Gp(K).
The following simple fact will be needed:
Lemma 3.2. Suppose Ki # Kno and Ki  L # C
n. If the sequence V(Ki*) is
bounded, then L # Kno .
Proof. Let c0 be such that V(Ki*)c0 , for all i. Since L is compact,
there exists a real r0 such that L/r0 B, and since Ki  L, the number r0
may be chosen so that Ki /r0B, for all i, as well. (Recall that B is the unit
ball centered at the origin.)
For each i, let
ri=r(Ki)= min
u # Sn&1
h(Ki , u)=h(Ki , ui),
where ui # Sn&1 is any point where this minimum is attained. Since
\(Ki*, ui)=1h(Ki , ui)=r&1i , it follows that Ki* contains the point r
&1
i ui .
Since Ki /r0B, it follows that \(Ki*, } )=1h(Ki , } )1r0 .
Thus, Ki* contains the right cone whose apex is r&1i ui and whose base
is an (n&1)-dimensional ball of radius r&10 that lies in the subspace
orthogonal to ui . Thus,
|n&1
n
r1&n0 r
&1
i V(Ki*)c0 ,
and hence, ri|n&1r1&n0 (nc0)
&1. Hence the ball, centered at the origin, of
radius |n&1r1&n0 (nc0)
&1 is contained in each Ki , and thus this ball is con-
tained in L as well. K
The next proposition shows that the infimum in the definition of the
p-geominimal surface area is, in fact, a minimum. The case p=1 is due to
Petty [30].
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Proposition 3.3. If p1 and K # Kno , then there exists a unique body
K # Kno such that
Gp(K)=nVp(K, K ) and V(K *)=|n .
Proof. Choose c1 such that h(Pp K, } ) pc1>0, on Sn&1. From the
definition of Gp(K), there exists a sequence Mi # Kno such that
V(Mi*)=|n , with Vp(K, B)Vp(K, Mi), for all i, and
nVp(K, Mi)  Gp(K).
To see that the Mi # Kno are uniformly bounded, let
Ri=R(Mi)=\(Mi , ui)=max[\(Mi , u) : u # S n&1],
where ui is any of the points in Sn&1 at which this maximum is attained.
Since the support function of Mi dominates that of the convex set ei=
[*ui : 0*Ri]/Mi , and since the measure Sp(K, } ) is positive, it follows
that Vp(K, Mi)R pi h(PpK, ui)
p. Hence,
Vp(K, B)Vp(K, Mi)R pi h(PpK, ui)
pR pi c1 .
Since the Mi are uniformly bounded, the Blaschke selection theorem
guarantees the existence of a subsequence of the Mi , which will also be
denoted by Mi , and a compact convex L # Cn, such that Mi  L. Since
V(Mi*)=|n , Lemma (3.2) gives L # Kno . Now, Mi  L implies that
Mi*  L*, and since V(Mi*)=|n , it follows that V(L*)=|n . Proposition
(1.5) can now be used to conclude that L will serve as the desired body K .
The uniqueness of the minimizing body is easily demonstrated as follows.
Suppose L1 , L2 # Kno , such that V(L1*)=|n=V(L2*), and
Vp(K, L1) V(L1*) pn=inf[Vp(K, Q) V(Q*) pn : Q # Kno]
=Vp(K, L2) V(L2*) pn.
Define L # Kno , by
L= 12 } L1+p
1
2 } L2 .
Proposition 1.3 shows that
Vp(K, L)=Vp(K, L1)=Vp(K, L2).
Since obviously,
L*= 12hL1* + p
1
2hLi*,
and V(L1*)=|n=V(L2*), it follows from Proposition 1.12 that
V(L*)|n ,
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with equality if and only if L1=L2 . Thus,
Vp(K, L) V(L*) pn<Vp(K, L1) V(L1*) pn,
is the contradiction that would arise if it were the case that L1 {L2 . K
The unique body whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 3.3 will
be denoted by TpK, and will be called the p-Petty body of K. The polar
body of Tp K will be denoted by Tp*K, rather than (TpK)*. When p=1, the
subscript will often be suppressed. Thus, for K # Kno , and p1, the body
TpK is defined by:
Gp(K)=nVp(K, TpK) and V(Tp*K)=|n .
The next proposition shows that the mapping Tp : Kno  K
n
o , is a
unimodular centro-affine invariant mapping.
Proposition 3.4. If p1 and K # Kno , then for , # SL(n),
Tp,K=,Tp K.
Proof. From the definition of Tp and Proposition 3.1,
nVp(K, TpK)=Gp(K)=G(,K)=nVp(,K, Tp,K).
By Proposition 1.2,
Vp(K, Tp K)=Vp(,K, Tp ,K)=Vp(K, ,&1Tp,K).
The uniqueness part of Proposition 3.3 shows that Tp K=,&1Tp,K, which
is the desired result. K
The case p=1 of Proposition 3.4 is due to Petty [30]. The case p=1 of
the next proposition is also due to Petty [30]. The proof is the same as
that given by Petty.
Proposition 3.5. If K is a polytope in Kno , then TpK is a polytope
whose faces are parallel to those of K.
Proof. Since K is a polytope, its surface area measure, S(K, } ), is con-
centrated on a finite set of points u1 , ..., ur # Sn&1. By (0.5), the p-surface
area measure, Sp(K, } ), is concentrated on the same set of points. Let T be
the polytope, circumscribed about Tp K, whose faces are parallel to those
of K. Thus, TpK/T , and h(T , ui)=h(TpK, ui), for all i.
Since TpK/T , it follows that V(T *)V(Tp*K), with equality if and
only if T =TpK. Since h(T , ui)=h(Tp K, ui), for all i, it follows from the
integral representation (0.4) that Vp(K, T )=Vp(K, TpK).
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The preceding observations yield:
Vp(K, T )V(T *) pnVp(K, Tp K) V(Tp*K) pn,
and the minimality property of TpK shows that there must be equality
here. This gives V(T *)=V(Tp*K), and shows that T =TpK. K
The following crude bound on the size of TpK will be helpful:
Lemma 3.6. Suppose p1, and K # Kno . If r, R>0, are such that
rB/K/RB,
then
h(TpK, u)
n|n
|n&1
(Rr)n,
for all u # Sn&1.
Proof. From the integral representation (0.4) follows the trivial
estimate:
Vp(K, B)V(K) min
u # Sn&1
h pK(u)|nR
nr&p.
From the minimality property of TpK, it follows that
Vp(K, TpK)Vp(K, B).
Let u0 be any the point in S n&1 such that
\(TpK, u0)=max[\(Tp K, u) : u # Sn&1]=R(TpK).
Since the support function of TpK dominates that of the convex set
e0=[*u0 : 0*R(TpK)]/Tp K, it follows that
R(Tp K) p h(PpK, u0) pVp(K, TpK).
But from Lemma 1.18, it follows that,
h(Pp K, u0) pV(K)1& p v(K | u=0 )
pn p(Rn|n)1& p (rn&1|n&1) pn p.
The desired result is obtained by combining all these inequalities. K
If the outer radii of a sequence of bodies are uniformly bounded from
above and the inner radii of the sequence are bounded away from 0, then
the same is true for the radii of the p-Petty bodies of the sequence. This is
contained in:
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Lemma 3.7. Suppose p1. If Ki # Kno is a family of bodies for which
there exist r, R>0, such that
rB/Ki /RB, for all i,
then there exist r$, R$>0, such that
r$B/TpKi /R$B, for all i.
Proof. The existence of R$>0, and thus the fact that the TpKi are
uniformly bounded, is contained in Lemma 3.6. Let ri=r(TpKi) denote the
inner radius of TpKi . Thus,
ri= min
u # S n&1
h(TpKi , u)=h(Tp Ki , ui),
where ui # Sn&1 is any point where this minimum is attained. Suppose that
the infimum of the ri is 0. Thus, there exists a subsequence of the TpKi ,
which will not be relabeled, such that
h(Tp Ki , ui)  0.
The Blaschke selection theorem, in conjunction with Lemma 3.2,
demonstrates the existence of M # Kno , such that for a subsequence of the
TpKi , which will also not be relabeled,
TpKi  M.
But h(Tp Ki , ui)  0, and |hTpKi&hM |  0, imply that hM(ui)  0, which
is impossible since the continuous function hM is positive. K
The case p=1 of the following proposition is due to Petty [30]. The
proof of this proposition is based on the one given by Petty.
Proposition 3.8. If p>1, then the functional Gp : Kno  (0, ) is con-
tinuous.
Proof. That Gp is upper semicontinuous follows immediately from
Proposition 1.13: The p-geominimal surface area
| pnn Gp : K
n
o  (0, ),
is defined as the infimum of the continuous functions
nVp( } , Q*)V(Q) pn : Kno  (0, ),
as Q ranges over Kno .
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To see that Gp is lower semicontinuous at K0 # Kno , let Ki # K
n
o be a
sequence of bodies such that Ki  K0 , with Gp(Ki)  l # R. It will be shown
that lGp(K0), and thus
lim inf Gp(Ki)Gp(K0).
By Lemma 3.7 the TpKi are uniformly bounded. The Blaschke selection
theorem, in conjunction with Lemma 3.2, yields the existence of a body
M # Kno , and a subsequence of the Tp Ki , which will not be relabeled, such
that Tp Ki  M, and V(M*)=|n . Proposition 1.5, and the facts that
Ki  K0 , and TpKi  M, may be used to conclude that Gp(Ki)=
nVp(Ki , Tp Ki)  nVp(K0 , M). Now nVp(K0 , M)=l, since Gp(Ki)  l. But
the definition of Gp(K0) shows that
| pnn l=nVp(K0 , M)V(M*)
pn| pnn Gp(K0),
and completes the argument. K
The case p=1 of the following result is due to Petty [30].
Proposition 3.9. If p1, then the map Tp : Kno  K
n
o , is continuous.
Proof. Suppose Ki # Kno , such that Ki  K0 # K
n
o . Let TpKi denote a
subsequence of Tp Ki . Since K0 # Kno , Lemma 3.7 shows that the Tp Ki are
uniformly bounded. The Blaschke selection theorem, in conjunction with
Lemma 3.2 yields the existence of a body M # Kno , and a subsequence of
the Tp Ki , which will not be relabeled, such that TpKi  M, and
V(M*)=|n . Proposition 1.5, and the facts that Ki  K0 and TpKi  M
may be used to conclude that Gp(Ki)=nVp(Ki , TpKi)  nVp(K0 , M). But
by Proposition 3.8, Gp(Ki)  Gp(K0). Hence, Gp(K0)=nVp(K0 , M), and
the uniqueness part of Proposition 3.3 shows that TpK0=M.
Hence, every subsequence of the sequence TpKi has a subsequence con-
verging to TpK0 . K
For K # Kno , define the p-geominimal area ratio of K as
\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n& p+
1p
.
The p-geominimal area ratio does not exceed the Santalo product divided
by |n . To see this just take Q=K in the definition of geominimal surface
area,
| pnn Gp(K)=inf[nVp(K, Q) V(Q*)
pn : Q # Kno],
and get:
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Proposition 3.10. If p1, and K # Kno , then
|n \ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n&p+
1p
V(K) V(K*).
The equality conditions for this inequality involve `selfminimal' bodies.
These bodies are defined in Section 6, where the equality conditions for the
inequality of Proposition 3.10 are given in Proposition 6.2.
For K # Kno , let _(K)/S
n&1 denote the compact set that is the support
of the surface area measure, S(K, } ), of K; i.e., |=Sn&1"_(K) is the largest
open subset of Sn&1 for which S(K, |)=0. Let &(K)/S n&1 denote the set
of extreme normal directions of K.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose K # Kno and c>0. If hTpK=chK , almost every-
where with respect to S(K, } ), then hTpK=chK , everywhere.
Proof. Since hTpK and chK are continuous, and hTpK=chK , almost
everywhere with respect to S(K, } ), it follows that hTpK=chK , on _(K). But
&(K)/_(K), and hence
hTpK=chK , on &(K).
But,
Tp K/ ,
u # &(K)
[x # Rn : u } xhTpK (u)]
= ,
u # &(K)
[x # Rn : u } xhcK (u)]
=cK,
shows that K*/cTp*K. Since V(Tp*K)=|n , it follows that V(K*)cn|n ,
with equality if and only if cK=TpK.
We now show that indeed there is equality in this inequality, and hence
cK=TpK. First note that since hTpK=chK , almost everywhere with respect
to S(K, } ), it follows that hTpK=chK , almost everywhere with respect to
Sp(K, } ). Hence, from the integral representation (0.4) it follows that
Gp(K)=nVp(K, TpK)=nVp(K, cK)=cpnV(K).
From this and the definition of p-geominimal surface area, it follows that
c pnV(K)=Gp(K)nVp(K, K)(V(K*)|n) pn=nV(K)(V(K*)|n) pn.
Hence V(K*)cn|n . K
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The BlaschkeSantalo inequality, combined with Proposition 3.10, gives:
Theorem 3.12. If p1, and K # Kno , then
Gp(K)nnn| pn V(K)
n& p,
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
The promised strengthened version of Theorem 2.8 is contained in:
Theorem 3.13. If p1, and K # Fno , then
Gp(K)nnn|n& pn V(4pK)
p,
with equality if and only if K # Vnp .
Proof. Since Gp(K)=nVp(K, TpK), and V(Tp*K)=|n , Proposition 2.1
gives,
Gp(K)=n|nV &p(4pK, Tp*K)V(4pK).
Apply the dual mixed volume inequality 1.10 and get
Gp(K)nnn|n& pn V(4pK)
p,
with equality if and only if 4pK and Tp*K are dilates of each other. Since
TpK # Kno , equality implies that 4pK # K
n
o , and by Proposition 2.5 this
means that K # Vnp .
To see that if K # Vnp , there is equality in the inequality of the theorem,
combine Proposition 2.1 with the definition of Gp(K) to get:
| pnn Gp(K)=inf[n|n V &p(4pK, Q*) V(Q*)
pnV(4pK) : Q # Kno].
Since K # Vnp , by Proposition 2.5, 4p K # K
n
o . Thus, Q=4p*K, gives
n|nV(4p K) pn| pnn Gp(K), and demonstrates the desired equality in the
inequality. K
4. Affine Surface Area
In [17], Leichtwei? defined the affine surface area, 0(K), of a body
K # Kn, by:
n&1n0(K)(n+1)n=inf[nV1(K, Q*) V(Q)1n : Q # S no].
For p1, define the p-affine surface area, 0p(K), of K # Kno , by
n&pn0p(K)(n+ p)n=inf [nVp(K, Q*)V(Q) pn : Q # Sno].
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When p=1, the subscript will often be suppressed. An immediate conse-
quence of the definition of 0p and Proposition 1.16 is:
Proposition 4.1. If p1 and K # Kno , then
0p(,K)=0p(K),
for all , # SL(n).
The ordinary surface area measure of a polytope is concentrated on a
finite set of points of S n&1 (see, for example, Leichtwei? [14] or Schneider
[34]). From this, and (0.5), it follows that the p-surface area measure,
Sp(P, } ), of a polytope P # Kno is concentrated on a finite set of points of
Sn&1. A direct consequence of this fact and the definition of p-affine surface
area is:
Proposition 4.2. If p1, and P # Kno is a polytope, then 0p(P)=0.
An immediate consequence of the definition of 0p and Proposition 1.13
is:
Proposition 4.3. For p1, the functional, 0p : Kno  [0, ), is upper
semicontinuous.
It will now be shown that for bodies with continuous curvature func-
tions, the integral formula (0.8) for 0p is correct.
Theorem 4.4. If p1, and K # Fno , then
0p(K)=|
Sn&1
fp(K, u)n(n+ p) dS(u).
Proof. From the definition of 0p(K), it can be seen that in order to
prove the theorem, it need be shown that
inf[Vp(K, Q*)V(Q) pn : Q # Sno]=_1n |Sn&1 fp(K, u)n(n+ p) dS(u)&
(n+ p)n
. (*)
Recall that 4pK # Sno is defined by fp(K, } )=|n\(4pK, } )
n+ pV(4pK).
From this, and the polar coordinate formula for volume, it follows that the
quantity on the right in (*) is just |n V(4pK) pn. By Proposition 2.1,
Vp(K, Q*)V(Q) pn=|nV &p(4pK, Q) V(Q) pnV(4pK).
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Hence to prove (*) it need only be shown that
inf[V &p(4p K, Q) V(Q) pn : Q # Sno]=V(4pK)
(n+ p)n. (**)
That the quantity on the left in (**) is no less than the quantity on the
right is a simple consequence of the dual mixed volume inequality 1.10. To
see that the quantity on the right in (**) is no less than the quantity
on the left, take Q=4p K and note that V &p(4pK, 4pK) V(4pK) pn=
V(4pK)(n+ p)n. K
The following immediate consequence of the definition of 4p , and
Theorem 4.4, will be needed:
Proposition 4.5. If p1, and K # Fno , then
0p(K)n+ p=nn+ p|nn V(4p K)
p.
For K # Kno , define the p-affine area ratio of K by:
\ 0p(K)
n+p
nn+ pV(K)n&p+
1p
.
The p-affine area ratio of K # Kno does not exceed the Santalo product of
K. To see this just take Q=K*, in their definition of 0p(K), and get
[0p(K)n](n+ p)nVp(K, K**) V(K*) pn=V(K) V(K*) pn.
This is summarized in:
Proposition 4.6. If p1, and K # Kno , then
\ 0p(K)
n+ p
nn+ pV(K)n&p+
1p
V(K) V(K*).
For bodies with continuous curvature functions, the equality conditions
for the inequality of Proposition 4.6 are easily obtained by combining
Propositions 4.5 and 2.7:
Proposition 4.7. If p1, and K # Fno , then
\ 0p(K)
n+ p
nn+ pV(K)n& p+
1p
V(K) V(K*),
with equality if and only if K # En.
The BlaschkeSantalo inequality, in conjunction with Proposition 4.6,
gives:
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Theorem 4.8. If p1, and K # Knc , then
0p(K)n+ pnn+ p|2pn V(K)
n& p,
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
Proposition 4.6, for K and K*, immediately yields:
Proposition 4.9. If p1, and K # Kno , then
0p(K) 0p(K*)n2V(K) V(K*).
The BlaschkeSantalo inequality, in conjunction with Proposition 4.9,
gives:
Theorem 4.10. If p1, and K # Knc , then
0p(K) 0p(K*)(n|n)2,
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
For the case 1 p<n, Theorem 4.8 shows that Theorem 4.10 is weaker
than the BlaschkeSantalo inequality. However, as will be seen in Section
8, this is not the case as p  . For bodies with continuous curvature func-
tions, the limiting case of Theorem 4.10 turns out to be the Blaschke
Santalo inequality.
A result of Winterniz (see Blaschke [2]) states that if K # Fn (actually
a somewhat more restricted class) and E is an ellipsoid such that K/E,
then 0(K)0(E).
Proposition 4.11. If E is a centered ellipsoid, and K # Knc , and if either
K/E, for 1 p<n, or E/K, for p>n, then
0p(K)0p(E),
with equality if and only if K=E.
Proof. From Theorem 4.8, and the fact that K/E if 1 p<n, and
E/K if p>n, follows
0p(K)n+ pnn+ p|2pn V(K)
n& pnn+ p|2nn V(E)
n& p=0p(E)n+ p.
This shows that 0p(K)=0p(E), would imply that V(K)=V(E), and hence
K=E. K
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The case p=n of Proposition 4.11 is contained in Theorem 4.8. The cen-
tered unit ball, B, has the largest p-affine surface area, for the case p=n;
i.e., if K # Knc , then
0n(K)0n(B),
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
An immediate consequence of the definitions of Gp and 0p is:
Proposition 4.12. If p1, and K # Kno , then
0p(K)n+ p(n|n) p Gp(K)n.
While 0p : Kno  [0, ) is not continuous, it will follow from the next
theorem, together with Proposition 3.8, that its restriction to Vnp is con-
tinuous. The next theorem contains the equality conditions for the
inequality of Proposition 4.12, for bodies with continuous curvature func-
tions.
Theorem 4.13. If p1, and K # Fno , then
0p(K)n+ p(n|n) pGp(K)n,
with equality if and only if K # Vnp .
Theorem 4.13 is obtained by combining Theorem 3.13 with Proposition
4.5. As noted previously, the case p=1 of Theorem 4.13 is due to Petty
[30].
A significant connection between the p-Petty and p-curvature bodies is
contained in:
Proposition 4.14. If p1, and K # Vnp , then
TpK=[0p(K)n|n](n+ p)np 4p*K.
Proof. Proposition 2.1 shows that Vp(K, 4p*K)=|n . This observation,
together with Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 4.13, yield:
nnVp(K, Tp K)n=Gp(K)n
=(n|n)&p0p(K)n+ p
=n&p|&n& pn 0p(K)
n+ p Vp(K, 4p*K)n
=nnVp(K, c4p*K)n,
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where c=[0p(K)n|n](n+ p)np. By Proposition 4.5, the volume of the polar
of the body
[0p(K)n|n](n+ p)np 4p*K
is |n . The uniqueness part of Proposition 3.3 yields the desired conclusion. K
For p1, define the mixed p-affine surface area, 0p(K1 , ..., Kn), of
K1 , ..., Kn # Fno , by
0p(K1 , ..., Kn)=|
Sn&1
[ fp(K1 , u) } } } fp(Kn , u)]1(n+ p) dS(u).
From Theorem 4.4 it follows that for K # Fno ,
0p(K, ..., K)=0p(K).
From the definition of the mixed p-affine surface area, and Proposition
1.15, it follows that for , # SL(n),
0p(,K1 , ..., ,Kn)=|
S n&1
[ fp(K1 , ,tu) } } } fp(Kn , ,tu)]1(n+ p) dS(u).
Since fp(Ki , } )1(n+ p) is homogeneous of degree &1, Lemma 1.17 yields:
Proposition 4.15. If p1, and K1 , ..., Kn # Fno , then for , # SL(n),
0p(,K1 , ..., ,Kn)=0p(K1 , ..., Kn).
From the Ho lder integral inequality [13, p. 142] and Theorem 4.4
follows:
Proposition 4.16. If p>1, and K1 , ..., Kn # Fno , then
0p(K1 , ..., Kn)n0p(K1) } } } 0p(Kn),
with equality if the Ki are dilates of each other.
Note that in the inequality of Proposition 4.16, equality in the Ho lder
inequality is possible if and only if, there exist cij>0 such that
fp(Ki , } )=cij fp(Kj , } ). It follows from (0.3a) that this is possible if and only
if Ki and Kj are dilates.
Let V(K1 , ..., Kn) denote the ordinary mixed volume of K1 , ..., Kn # Kn.
A classical inequality (see, for example, [4] or [14]) is that
V(K1 , ..., Kn)nV(K1) } } } V(Kn).
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Combine this inequality with Theorem 4.8, and Proposition 4.16, and the
result is:
Theorem 4.17. If Ki # Kno , and 1 pn, then
0p(K1 , ..., Kn)n+ pnn+ p|2pn V(K1 , ..., Kn)
n& p,
with equality if and only if the Ki are ellipsoids that are dilates of one
another.
Of course, for the special case where K1= } } } =Kn , Theorem 4.17
reduces to Theorem 4.8.
5. Monotonicity of the p-Ratios
Suppose that 1 p<q<r, and K, L # Kno . Since
hqLh
1&q
K =[h
p
Lh
1& p
K ]
(r&q)(r& p) [hrLh
1&r
K ]
(q& p)(r& p),
the Ho lder inequality, together with (0.4) and (0.5), yields:
Proposition 5.1. If K, L # Kno , and 1 p<q<r, then
Vq(K, L)r& pVp(K, L)r&q Vr(K, L)q& p,
with equality if and only if there exists a c>0 such that hL=chK , almost
everywhere with respect to S(K, } ).
Suppose 1 p<q, and K # Kno , with L # S
n
o . Since
\&pL h
1& p
K =[\
&q
L h
1&q
K ]
pq h (q& p)qK ,
the Ho lder inequality, yields:
Proposition 5.2. Suppose K # Kno and L # S
n
o . If 1 p<q, then
[Vp(K, L*)V(K)]1p[Vq(K, L*)V(K)]1q,
with equality if and only if there exists a c>0 such that \L=chK , almost
everywhere with respect to S(K, } ).
Suppose 1 p<q, and K # Kno , with L # S
n
o . From the integral
representation of Vp(K, L*) follows the easy estimate
|Vp(K, L*)&Vq(K, L*)|Vp(K, L*) max
u # Sn&1
|[\L(u) hK (u)] p&q&1|.
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This gives:
Proposition 5.3. Suppose K # Kno and L # S
n
o . The function defined on
[1, ) by
p [ Vp(K, L*),
is continuous.
From the equality conditions of Proposition 2.7 it follows that if K # En,
then the p-curvature ratios are independent of p. The next proposition
provides a strong converse by showing that unless K # En, the p-curvature
ratios are (strictly) monotone increasing in p.
Proposition 5.4. If K # Fno , and 1 p<q, then
\|
n
n V(4pK)
p
V(K)n& p +
1p
\|
n
n V(4qK)
q
V(K)n&q +
1q
,
with equality if and only if K # En.
Proof. From Proposition 2.1, with 4qK taken for Q, and Proposition
5.2 it follows that
\|n V &p(4pK, 4qK)V(K) V(4pK) +
1p
\|nV &q(4qK, 4q K)V(K)V(4qK) +
1q
=\ |nV(K)+
1q
.
The dual mixed volume inequality (1.10) now gives the desired inequality
and shows that equality implies that 4p K and 4q K must be dilates. But the
definition of p-curvature images, together with (0.7), shows that 4pK and
4qK can be dilates if and only if K # En. K
The following cyclic inequality will be needed.
Proposition 5.5. If K # Fno , and 1 p<q<r, then
V(4qK)q(r& p)V(4pK) p(r&q) V(4rK)r(q& p),
with equality if and only if K # En.
Proof. From (0.7) it follows that
fq(K, } )r& p=fp(K, } )r&q fr(K, } )q& p.
Thus the definition of the p-curvature image shows that
V(4qK) p&r \ (n+q)(r&p)4 qK =V(4pK)
q&r \ (n+ p)(r&q)4pK V(4rK)
p&q \ (n+r)(q& p)4rK .
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The Ho lder inequality, and the polar coordinate formula for volume, now
yield the desired inequality and show that equality is possible if and only
if 4pK and 4r K are dilates, or equivalently, if and only if K # En. K
In contrast to the inequality of Proposition 5.4 there is:
Proposition 5.6. If K # Fno , and 1 p<q, then
\V(4qK)V(K*) +
q
\V(4p K)V(K*) +
p
,
with equality if and only if K # En.
Proof. From (0.7) it follows that
fq(K, } )=fp(K, } ) h&(q& p)K .
The definition of p-curvature image thus gives:
V(4qK)&1 \n+q4qK =V(4pK)
&1 \n+p4pK h
&(q& p)
K .
The Ho lder inequality, together with the polar coordinate formula for
volume, now yields the desired inequality and shows that equality can
occur if and only if 4pK and K* are dilates, or equivalently, if and only if
K # En. K
The cyclic inequality of Proposition (5.5) shows that the function defined
on [1, ) by
p [ p log V(4p , K),
is convex. The continuity of this function on [1, ) now follows from this
and Proposition 5.4. This gives:
Proposition 5.7. If K # Fno , then the function defined on [1, ) by
p [ V(4pK),
is continuous.
The definition of Gp(K) of K # Kno ,
\Gp(K)nV(K)+
1p
=inf[[Vp(K, Q*)V(K)]1p : Q # Kno , V(Q)=|n],
together with Proposition 5.2, shows that the p-geominimal area ratios are
monotone non-decreasing in p:
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Proposition 5.8. If K # Kno , and 1 pq, then
\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n& p+
1p
\ Gq(K)
n
nnV(K)n&q+
1q
.
The equality conditions for the inequality of Proposition (5.8) are given
in Theorem 6.3.
Proposition 5.8 provides a key step in showing:
Proposition 5.9. If K # Kno , then the function defined on [1, ) by
p [ Gp(K),
is continuous.
Proof. Proposition 5.8 shows that the function  : [1, )  (0, ),
defined by
( p)=[Gp(K)nV(K)]1p,
is monotone. The continuity of p [ Gp(K) will be demonstrated by estab-
lishing the continuity of .
Suppose pi  p0 . By Proposition (3.3) there exist Tpi K # K
n
o such that
V(T*pi K)=|n and
Gpi (K)=nVpi (K, Tpi K)nVpi (K, B).
First assume that pi p0 , for all i. From the definition of p-geominimal
surface area and Proposition 5.2, it follows that
( p0)=\Vp 0(K, Tp 0K)V(K) +
1p0
\Vp0(K, Tp i K)V(K) +
1p 0
\Vp i (K, Tpi K)V(K) +
1pi
=( pi)\Vpi (K, Tp 0K)V(K) +
1p i
.
The continuity of the function p [ [Vp(K, Tp 0K)V(K)]
1p shows that
\Vp i (K, Tp0 K)V(K) +
1p i
 \Vp 0(K, Tp0 K)V(K) +
1p 0
,
and hence,
( pi)  ( p0).
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Now assume that pi p0 , for all i. That ( pi)  ( p0), will be proven by
showing that every subsequence of the ( pi) has a subsequence converging
to ( p0). Let ( pi) denote a subsequence of ( pi).
Lemma 3.6 shows that the Tpi K are uniformly bounded. Thus, the
Blaschke selection Theorem and Lemma 3.2, can now be used to deduce
the existence of a subsequence of the Tp i K, which will also be denoted
by Tpi K, and a body K # K
n
o , with V(K *)=|n , such that Tpi K  K .
Obviously,
} \Vpi (K, Tpi K)V(K) +
1p i
&\Vp0(K, K )V(K) +
1p 0
}
 } \Vpi (K, Tpi K)V(K) +
1p i
&\Vpi (K, K )V(K) +
1p i
}
+} \Vpi (K, K )V(K) +
1p i
&\Vp0(K, K )V(K) +
1p0
} .
By Proposition 5.3 the second term of this sum tends to 0. By Proposition
1.6 the first term in this sum is bounded by
|h(Tpi K, } )&h(K , } )|r(K),
and since Tpi K  K , this also tends to 0. Hence,
( pi)  \Vp 0(K, K )V(K) +
1p 0
\Vp0(K, Tp0 K)V(K) +
1p 0
=( p0),
where the inequality is justified by the definition of p-geominimal surface
area. But by Proposition 5.8,  is monotone non-decreasing, and hence
( pi)  ( p0). K
It turns out that there is an inequality between the p-affine surface areas
of a convex body that is similar to the classical cyclic inequality between
the Quermassintegrals of the convex body:
Theorem 5.10. If K # Kno , and 1 p<q<r, then
0q(K)(n+q)(r& p)0p(K)(n+ p)(r&q)0r(K)(n+r)(q& p).
The proof of this inequality follows immediately from the definition
of p-affine surface area once the following fact is established: Given
Q1 , Q2 # Sno , there exists a Q3 # S
n
o such that,
[Vq(K, Q3*) V(Q3)qn]r&p
[Vp(K, Q1*) V(Q1) pn]r&q [Vr(K, Q2*) V(Q2)rn]q&p.
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To show this define Q3 # Sno by
\q(r& p)Q3 =\
p(r&q)
Q1 \
r(q& p)
Q2 .
Since,
\nQ3=\
np(r&q)q(r& p)
Q1 \
nr(q& p)(r& p)
Q2 ,
the Ho lder inequality and the polar coordinate formula for volume give:
V(Q3)q(r& p)V(Q1) p(r&q) V(Q2)r(q& p).
Since
\&qQ3 h
1&q
K =[\
&p
Q1 h
1& p
K ]
(r&q)(r& p) [\&rQ2 h
1&r
K ]
(q& p)(r& p),
the Ho lder inequality, together with (0.4) and (0.5), yield
Vq(K, Q3*)r&pVp(K, Q1*)r&q Vr(K, Q2*)q& p.
When the last two inequalities are combined, the desired inequality is
obtained.
Note that if K is a polytope, then there is equality in the inequality of
Theorem 5.10. For bodies with continuous curvature functions, the equality
conditions of the inequality of Theorem 5.10 are easily obtained from
Propositions 4.5 and 5.5:
Proposition 5.11. If K # Fno , and 1 p<q<r, then
0q(K)(n+q)(r& p)0p(K)(n+ p)(r&q) 0r(K)(n+r)(q& p),
with equality if and only if K # En.
The definition of 0p(K) of K # Kno ,
V(K) \0p(K)nV(K)+
(n+ p)p
=inf[[Vp(K, Q*)V(K)]np V(Q) : Q # Sno],
together with Proposition 5.2, shows that the p-affine area ratios are
monotone nondecreasing in p:
Proposition 5.12. If K # Kno , and 1 pq, then
\ 0p(K)
n+ p
nn+ pV(K)n&p+
1p
\ 0q(K)
n+q
nn+qV(K)n&q+
1q
.
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Note that if K is a polytope then there is equality in this inequality. For
bodies with continuous curvature functions, the equality conditions of the
inequality of Proposition 5.12 follow directly from Propositions 4.5 and 5.4:
Proposition 5.13. If K # Fno , and 1 pq, then
\ 0p(K)
n+p
nn+pV(K)n&p+
1p
\ 0q(K)
n+q
nn+qV(K)n&q+
1q
,
with equality if and only if K # En.
In contrast to the inequality of Proposition 5.13 there is:
Proposition 5.14. If K # Kno , and 1 pq, then
\ 0q(K)nV(K*)+
n+q
\ 0p(K)nV(K*)+
n+ p
.
The inequality of Proposition 5.14 follows immediately from the defini-
tion of p-affine surface area once the following fact is established: Given
Q # Sno , there exists a Q # S
n
o , such that
Vp(K, Q*)n
V(Q) p
V(K*) p
Vq(K, Q *)n
V(Q )q
V(K*)q
.
To show this, define Q # Sno by
\Q =[V(K*) p&q V(Q)&p]1qn \ pqQ \
(q& p)q
K* .
The integral representation of Vp(K, Q*) shows that
Vq(K, Q *)=V(K*)(q& p)n V(Q) pn Vp(K, Q*).
The definition of Q , together with the Ho lder inequality and the polar
coordinate formula for volume, show that V(Q )1, and completes the
argument.
If K is a polytope there is equality in the inequality of Proposition 5.14.
For bodies with continuous curvature functions the equality conditions in
this inequality follow immediately from Propositions 4.5 and 5.6:
Proposition 5.15. If K # Fno , and 1 p<q, then
\ 0q(K)nV(K*)+
n+q
\ 0p(K)nV(K*)+
n+ p
,
with equality if and only if K # En.
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An immediate consequence of Propositions 5.12 and 5.14 is:
Proposition 5.16. If K # Kno , and 0p(K)=0 for some p # [1, ), then
0p(K)=0, for all p.
The cyclic inequality of Theorem 5.10 shows that the function defined on
[1, ), by
p [ (n+ p) log 0p(K),
is convex. The continuity of this function on [1, ) follows from this and
Proposition 5.12. The continuity of this function immediately gives:
Proposition 5.17. If K # Kno , then the function defined on [1, ) by
p [ 0p(K),
is continuous.
That the function, defined on [1, ) by p [ 0p(K), is bounded is an
immediate consequence of Proposition 4.6.
6. Extremal Geominimal Surface Area
Proposition 3.10 states that the p-geominimal ratio is always dominated
by the Santalo product (divided by |n); i.e., for K # Kno , and p1,
\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n& p+
1p
V(K) V(K*)|n .
The main result of this section is that, in the limit (as p  ), these two
quantities are equal:
Theorem 6.1. If K # Kno then
lim
p   \
Gp(K)n
nnV(K)n& p+
1p
=sup
p1 \
Gp(K)n
nnV(K)n&p+
1p
=V(K) V(K*)|n .
Proof. Since the first equality is an immediate consequence of Proposi-
tion 5.8, only the second equality need be demonstrated.
Proposition 3.3 guarantees the existence of TpK # Kno , such that
V(Tp*K)=|n , and Gp(K)=nVp(K, TpK)nVp(K, B), for all p.
By Lemma 3.6 it follows that there exists a c>0 such that TpK/cB, for
all p. The Blaschke selection theorem, and Lemma 3.2, may be used to
deduce the existence of a subsequence of the TpK, which will also be
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denoted by Tp K, and a body K0 # Kno with V(K0*)=|n , such that
TpK  K0 , as p  .
Define r(K, K0)=max[*>0: *K0 /K]. Now,
} \Vp(K, TpK)V(K) +
1p
&
1
r(K, K0) } } \
Vp(K, TpK)
V(K) +
1p
&\Vp(K, K0)V(K) +
1p
}
+} \Vp(K, K0)V(K) +
1p
&
1
r(K, K0) } .
Proposition 1.6 shows that the first term in this sum is dominated by
|h(TpK, } )&h(K0 , } )|r(K),
and hence, tends to 0 as p  , . To see that the second term of this sum
tends to 0, note that from (0.4) and (0.5) it follows that
lim
p   \
Vp(K, K0)
V(K) +
1p
= lim
p   \
1
V(K) |S n&1 \
hK0(u)
hK (u) +
p
hK (u) dS(K, u)+
1p
= max
u # _(K)
hK 0(u)
hK (u)
,
where the maximum taken over the support of the measure S(K, } ). But
max
u # _(K)
hK 0(u)
hK (u)
=
1
r(K, K0)
,
is easily verified: First abbreviate maxu # _(K)[hK 0(u)hK (u)]=c0 . From the
definition of r(K, K0), it follows that hK 0 hK1r(K, K0) on S
n&1, and
hence c01r(K, K0). From the definition of c0 , it follows that hK 0c0hK ,
on _(K). Since &(K), the set of extreme normal directions of K, is a subset
of _(K) (see e.g. Schneider [33]), hK0c0 hK , on &(K). Thus,
K0/ ,
u # &(K)
[x # Rn : u } xhK0(u)]
/ ,
u # &(K)
[x # Rn : u } xc0hK (u)]
/c0K.
But, K0 /c0K, implies that r(K, K0)1c0 , and thus c0=1r(K, K0).
From the definition of r(K, K0) it follows that r(K, K0)K*/K0*, and
hence,
r(K, K0) V(K*)1nV(K0*)1n=|1nn .
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Thus,
lim
p   \
Gp(K)
nV(K)+
1p
= lim
p   \
Vp(K, TpK)
V(K) +
1p
=
1
r(K, K0)
\V(K*)|n +
1n
.
But from Proposition 3.10 follows
lim
p   \
Gp(K)
nV(K)+
1p
\V(K*)|n +
1n
,
and this completes the proof. K
Petty [30] defined body K # Kn to be selfminimal if TK and K are
homothetic. Since the BrunnMinkowskiFirey theory is not translation
invariant, this definition will be altered by requiring the bodies to be dilates
of each other rather than homothetic. Since, as observed in the introduc-
tion of Section 3, it is always the case that TK # Kns , it follows that, with
our new definition, only bodies in Kns can be selfminimal. An immediate
consequence of Proposition 4.14 is that all members of En are selfminimal.
Petty [30] showed that all regular polytopes (in Kns ) are selfminimal.
A body in Kn0 will be called p-selfminimal if Tp K and K are dilates of
each other. From this definition, and Proposition 3.4, it follows that the
class of p-selfminimal bodies is a centro-affine invariant class of bodies.
The next proposition characterizes the p-selfminimal bodies as those
bodies whose p-geominimal ratio is their Santalo product.
Proposition 6.2. If p1, and K # Kno , then
\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n& p+
1p
V(K) V(K*)|n ,
with equality if and only if K is p-selfminimal.
Proof. The inequality is just Proposition 3.10. To obtain the equality
conditions, first assume that K is p-selfminimal. Now, TpK=cK, implies
that
Gp(K)=nVp(K, TpK)=nVp(K, cK)=nc pV(K).
But Tp K=cK implies that cTp*K=K*, and since V(Tp*K)=|n , it follows
that cn=V(K*)|n . This shows that there is equality in the inequality.
Suppose now that there is equality in the inequality of the proposition;
i.e.,
Gp(K)n=nn[V(K*)|n] p V(K)n.
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Since Gp(K)=nVp(K, TpK) and V(K)=Vp(K, K), rewrite the last displayed
identity as:
Vp(K, Tp K)=Vp(K, [V(K*)|n]1n K).
Since the volume of the polar body of [V(K*)|n]1n K is |n , it follows
from the uniqueness of Tp K that
TpK=[V(K*)|n]1n K,
and thus that K is p-selfminimal. K
An immediate consequence of Proposition 6.2 and Proposition 5.8 is the
fact that a p-selfminimal body is q-selfminimal, for all q p.
An immediate consequence of Propositions 6.2 and 5.8, is that if K # Kno
is p-selfminimal, then
\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n&p+
1p
=\ Gq(K)
n
nnV(K)n&q+
1q
,
for all qp. As the next proposition shows this property characterize the
p-selfminimal bodies among bodies in Kno ; i.e., if for some q>p, the
q-geominimal area ratio of a body in Kno is equal to its p-geominimal area
ratio, then the body must be a p-selfminimal body (and thus in Kns ).
Theorem 6.3. If K # Kno and 1 p<q, then
\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n&p+
1p
\ Gq(K)
n
nnV(K)n&q+
1q
,
with equality if and only if K is p-selfminimal.
Proof. In light of Proposition 5.8, only the equality conditions need be
established. Assume there is equality in this inequality. From Propositions
3.3 and 5.2, and the definition of geominimal surface area, it follows that
\Gq(K)nV(K)+
1q
=\Vq(K, TqK)V(K) +
1q
\Vp(K, TqK)V(K) +
1p
\Gp(K)nV(K)+
1p
.
The hypothesis forces:
\Gq(K)nV(K)+
1q
=\Vq(K, TqK)V(K) +
1q
=\Vp(K, TqK)V(K) +
1p
=\Gp(K)nV(K)+
1p
.
The middle equality and the equality conditions of Proposition 5.2 yield a
c>0, such that h(TqK, } )=chK , almost everywhere with respect to S(K, } ).
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The right equality, and the uniqueness of TpK, shows Tq K=TpK. That
TpK=cK now follows from Lemma 3.11. K
Theorem 6.3 contains a new characterization of selfminimal bodies:
Corollary 6.4. If p>1, and K # Kno , then
G(K)n
nnV(K)n&1
\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n&p+
1p
,
with equality if and only if K is selfminimal.
Define _n and Dn/Kno by
_n=min[V(K) V(K*) : K # Kno]
and
Dn=[K # Kno : V(K) V(K*)=_n].
It is an open problem to determine the value of _n and find the members
of Dn. However, (positive) lower bounds for _n are easily obtained, and
when the problem is restricted to centered bodies much more is known (see
the discussion and references in Bourgain and Milman [3]). Thus, the
complementary BlaschkeSantalo inequality is: If K # Kno , then
_nV(K) V(K*),
with equality if and only if K # Dn.
The set of extremal bodies for the complementary BlaschkeSantalo
inequality and the set of extremal bodies for the complementary inequality
to the inequality of Theorem (3.12) are identical. This is contained in:
Theorem 6.5. If p1, and K # Kno , then
nn|&pn _
p
n V(K)
n& pGp(K)n,
with equality if and only if K # Dn.
Proof. Since Gp(K)=nVp(K, TpK), the p-Minkowski inequality (0.2)
gives:
Gp(K)nnnV(K)n&p V(TpK) p,
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with equality if and only if K and TpK are dilates. Since V(Tp*K)=|n , the
complementary BlaschkeSantalo inequality gives:
V(Tp K)_n |n ,
with equality if and only if TpK # Dn. Combine the two inequalities and the
result is the inequality of the theorem and the fact that equality in the
inequality of the theorem implies that K # Dn.
From Proposition 6.2, and the inequality of the theorem, it follows that
for K # Kno ,
V(K) V(K*)|n\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n&p+
1p
_n|n .
Now if K # Dn, then both of the inequalities become equalities since
V(K) V(K*)=_n . K
The case p=1 of Theorem 6.5 is due to Petty [30].
Corollary 6.6. All the bodies in the set Dn are selfminimal.
Proof. If K # Dn, then from the equality conditions of inequality of
Theorem 6.5 it follows that
G(K)n
nnV(K)n&1
=_n|n=V(K) V(K*)|n .
Proposition 6.2 now shows that K must be selfminimal. K
It is known that the BlaschkeSantalo inequality and Petty's geominimal
surface area inequality (as well as other affine inequalities) are closely
related in that either of them is easily obtained from the other. It will be
shown that the inequalities of Theorem 3.12 may be added to this list of
related inequalities. The p-geominimal surface area inequality, for any value
of p, will quickly yield Petty's Geominimal surface area inequality (for all
convex bodies), with its equality conditions. But as is known, Petty's
Geominimal surface area inequality will quickly yield the BlaschkeSantalo
inequality, which in turn will quickly yield the p-geominimal surface area
inequality of Theorem 3.12, for all p.
When Proposition 5.8 is combined with Theorem 3.12, the result is that
for K # Knc , and 1 pq,
G(K)n
nnV(K)n&1
\ Gp(K)
n
nnV(K)n& p+
1p
\ Gq(K)
n
nnV(K)n&q+
1q
|n ,
with equality, in the last inequality, if and only if K is an ellipsoid. The
inequality between the first and last terms is Petty's geominimal surface
area inequality (for bodies in Knc).
While the inequalities of Theorem 3.12 are established only for bodies in
Knc , they will nevertheless quickly yield Petty's geominimal surface area
inequality, with its equality conditions, for all bodies in Kn: Since the
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geominimal ratio, G(K)n[nnV(K)n&1], is invariant under translations of
K, given K # Kn, apply the inequality of Theorem 3.12 to the translate of
K that belongs to Knc , and use Proposition 5.8.
7. Extremal Affine Surface Area
Proposition 5.12 states that, for K # Kno , the p-affine area ratio,
\ 0p(K)
n+p
nn+pV(K)n&p+
1p
,
is monotone non-decreasing in p, and Proposition 4.6 states that this ratio
is bounded by the Santalo product of K. Define 0(K), of K # Kno , by
0(K)n+1
nn+1V(K)n&1
= lim
p   \
0p(K)n+ p
nn+ pV(K)n& p+
1p
.
An immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1 and the definition of
0(K) is that 0(K) is invariant under unimodular centro-affine transfor-
mations of K:
Proposition 7.1. If K # Kno , then for , # SL(n),
0(,K)=0(K).
An immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2, and the definition of 0 , is
Proposition 7.2. If P # Kno is a polytope, then 0(P)=0.
From Proposition 5.12 and the definition of 0 follows:
Proposition 7.3. If K # Kno , and p1, then
\ 0p(K)
n+p
nn+pV(K)n&p+
1p

0(K)n+1
nn+1V(K)n&1
.
If K has a continuous curvature function, then the equality conditions in
Proposition 7.3 are easily obtained. Note that from Proposition 5.13 it
follows that, if K # Fno "E
n, then the limit
lim
p   \
0p(K)n+ p
nn+ pV(K)n& p+
1p
=
0(K)n+1
nn+1V(K)n&1
,
is the limit of a strictly increasing function of p. Hence, from Proposition
5.13, and the definition of 0 , follows:
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Proposition 7.4. If p1, and K # Fno , then
\ 0p(K)
n+ p
nn+ pV(K)n& p+
1p

0(K)n+1
nn+1V(K)n&1
,
with equality if and only if K # En.
From Proposition 4.6 and the definition of 0 follows
Proposition 7.5. If K # Kno ,
0(K)n+1
nn+1V(K)n&1
V(K) V(K*).
This immediately yields:
Proposition 7.6. If K # Kno , then
0(K) 0(K*)n2V(K) V(K*).
An immediate consequence of the BlaschkeSantalo inequality and
Proposition (7.5) is:
Theorem 7.7. If K # Knc , then
0(K)n+1nn+1|2nV(K)
n&1,
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid.
Note the similarity between the inequality of Theorem 7.7 and the classical
affine isoperimetric inequality of affine differential geometry.
The inequality of Proposition 7.5 compares V(K*) V(K)n and 0(K),
for K # Kno . Proposition 7.2 shows that, for an important class of bodies
these quantities are quite different. The next proposition shows that, for an
important class of bodies, these quantities are the same.
Proposition 7.8. If K # Fno , then
0(K)n+1
nn+1V(K)n&1
=V(K) V(K*).
Proof. Since fp(K, } )=h1& pK f (K, } ), and hK and f (K, } ) are positive con-
tinuous functions, it is easily seen that
lim
p  
fp(K, } )n(n+ p)=h&nK , uniformly, on S
n&1.
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The polar coordinate formula for volume, together with the integral
representation of Theorem 4.4, now yield the desired result. K
As Proposition 5.12 shows, the inequality of Theorem 7.7 is a strength-
ened version of the classical affine isoperimetric inequality. However, as
Proposition 7.8 shows, for bodies in Fno , the inequality of Theorem 7.7 is
in fact the BlaschkeSantalo inequality.
Proposition 7.8 shows that when restricted to Fno , the function 0 :
Fno  (0, ), is continuous. On the other hand, it follows from Proposi-
tions 7.2 and 7.8 that 0 : Kno  [0, ) is neither upper nor lower semi-
continuous.
At least for certain critical classes of bodies (such as Knc), the inequali-
ties presented in Sections 4 and 7 represent strengthened forms of the
classical affine isoperimetric inequality (of affine differential geometry).
It is well-known that the BlaschkeSantalo inequality and the affine
isoperimetric inequality (and other affine inequalities) are closely related in
that either of them is easily obtained from the other. It will be shown that
the inequalities of Theorems 4.8 and 7.7 may be added to this list of related
inequalities. For example, the p-affine surface area inequality (Theorem
4.8), for any value of p, will quickly yield the affine isoperimetric inequality
(for all convex bodies), with its equality conditions. But as is well-known,
the affine isoperimetric inequality will quickly yield the BlaschkeSantalo
inequality, which in turn will quickly yield the p-affine surface area
inequality of Theorem 4.8, for all p # [1, ).
When Propositions 5.12, and 7.3 are combined with Theorem 7.7, result
is that for K # Knc , and 1 pq,
0(K)n+1
nn+1V(K)n&1
\ 0p(K)
n+p
nn+pV(K)n&p+
1p
\ 0q(K)
n+q
nn+qV(K)n&q+
1q

0(K)n+1
nn+1V(K)n&1
|2n ,
with equality, in the last inequality, if and only if K is an ellipsoid. The
inequality between the first and last terms is the classical affine isoperi-
metric inequality (for bodies in Knc).
While the inequality of Theorems 4.8 and 7.7 are established only for
bodies in Knc , they will nevertheless quickly yield the classical affine iso-
perimetric inequality, with its equality conditions, for all bodies in Kn. To
see this note that the affine area ratio 0(K)n+1[nn+1V(K)n&1] is invariant
under translations of K. Hence, given K # Kn, apply the inequality of
Theorems 4.8 or 7.7 to the translate of K that belongs to Knc , and use
Proposition 5.12.
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